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Learning at Home. 

Dear Parents 

Welcome back to another new term; it’s hard to believe that we’re about to begin the summer term 

and not only because of the weather! 

Our learning for both terms 5 and 6 will be based around our topic of ‘Marvellous Minibeasts’. At 

first we will be exploring the more creative aspects of this topic basing our work on the books ‘The 

Bee Who Spoke’ and ‘Aaaarrgghh! Spider!’  Later on we will move onto the more factual aspects of 

this topic; finding out more about a range of different minibeasts. 

Children in both Y1 and Y2 will continue bringing home weekly spellings and homework, the first set 

of which your child should have already brought home.  I have also started this term with spelling 

and KIRF tests based on last terms targets, the results of which you should find in their homework 

books.  This term the KIRF are based around telling the time for both year groups.  There is also a 

slight change to this term’s spellings with each child having an individual list of common exception 

words to learn as well as the weekly spellings which are based around spelling patterns.  You should 

have already received information about this in your child’s homework book. 

Reception children will bring home their phonics cards and tricky words which they are learning to 

read and write. 

Reading continues to be the most important way you can help your child at school; as with previous 

terms we change reading books every Tuesday and Thursday and although children are able to select 

new books each day during quiet reading, reading books more than once plays an important part in 

your child’s reading development by helping develop their confidence, word recognition, fluency and 

comprehension. 

KS1 SATS for Y2 children will also be taking place this term; these will be taking place towards the 

end of this term.  Please see attached letter for more information of what this will involve but do 

come and see me if you would like to know more. 

Finally just a couple of quick reminders please could you make sure that your child’s uniform is 

labelled as we spend quite a bit of time each week tracking down clothing.  Also can you make sure 

that your child brings their water bottle to school each Monday to enable them to have access to 

water throughout the day.  

Thank you once again for your continued support and please come and speak to any member of the 

team if you would like any more information about the upcoming term. 

KS1 Team 



 


